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The weather and climate of the Earth are driven
by solar radiation which is absorbed by the Earth
and its atmosphere and subsequently emitted as out-
going longwave radiation (OLR). Because of the im-
portance of understanding the flows of radiation into
and out of the Earth and its atmosphere, Earth ra-
diation budget (ERB) instruments were flown on
the Nimbus 6 and 7 spacecraft (Smith et al. 1977;
Jacobowitz et al. 1984). These instruments included
wide-field-of-view (WFOV) radiometers to provide
measurements from which the reflected solar radi-
ation and OLR can be computed. The Nimbus 6
and 7 WFOV radiometers began providing data in
July 1975 and November 1978, respectively. As of the
present paper, the Nimbus 7 ERB WFOV radiome-
ters continue to operate and produce data. Major
advantages of the ERB data are that they are broad-
band measurements, they cover a period of more than
10 years, and they are of good quality.
This paper is an atlas of monthly mean global
maps of albedo and absorbed solar radiation (ASR)
for November 1978 to October 1985 derived from
measurements from the shortwave WFOV radiome-
ter aboard the Nimbus 7 spacecraft. The deconvolu-
tion method which is used to produce the maps and
tables is briefly discussed here so that the user may
understand their generation and their limitations.
A full description of the albedo retrieval method is
given by Smith and Rutan (1990).
Bess and Smith (1987a, 1987b) have used the res-
olution enhancement technique of Smith and Green
(1981) and Bess, Green, and Smith (1981) to produce
atlases of monthly mean global maps of OLR based
on 3 years of Nimbus 6 and 7 years of Nimbus 7
data. Those atlases also include tabulations of the
spherical harmonic coefficients which quantify these
OLR distributions for use by researchers. The atlas
herein of albedo and ASR together with the OLR at-
lases define the two radiation streams whose balance
governs the Earth's climate. A study of the climate
of Earth by definition requires a long-term data set.
This paper includes 7 years of albedo and ASR maps
and provides a resource for researchers studying the
radiation budget of the Earth. A companion paper
(Smith, Rutan, and Bess 1990) provides similar data,
based on Nimbus 6 data, for July 1975 to May 1978.
Data Set
The Nimbus 7 spacecraft was launched into a Sun-
synchronous orbit with an inclination of 99 ° , an al-
titude of 955 km, and a daytime Equator crossing
time near noon. From this altitude, the field of view
of the WFOV radiometer is an area with a radius
equal to the arc for a geocentric angle of 30°. As
shown herein, the resolution of information retriev-
able from the WFOV measurements is approximately
10°. Thus, the North and South Poles are within the
resolution distance of the instrument during each or-
bit, and the measurements, in effect, provide global
coverage.
The shortwave radiometer consists of a thermopile
detector, which measures the radiant flux impinging
on it, covered by a high-grade quartz dome which fil-
ters out radiation with wavelengths longer than 5 #m
(Smith et al. 1977; Jacobowitz et al. 1984). The
digitized measurements are processed and calibra-
tions are applied to produce data in terms of physical
units, and these data are then recorded on the Solar
and Earth Flux Data Tapes (SEFDT) by the Nim-
bus 7 Data Processing Team. These tapes include the
time, latitude, and longitude for each of the measure-
ments and are available from the National Space Sci-
ence and Data Center, NASA Goddard Space Flight
Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.
Measurements are nominally recorded every
16 seconds, but operational problems usually reduce
the number of data points actually available. Be-
cause of spacecraft power limitations, the ERB in-
strument was operated in a duty cycle of 3 days on
and 1 day off from launch until September 1983, af-
ter which it operated full time for extended periods.
For the portion of the orbit during which the space-
craft was over the sunlit portion of Earth, there were
20000 usable shortwave WFOV measurements in
November 1978, when the Nimbus 7 ERB instrument
began operation. For the next year, there were 33 000
to 43 000 usable shortwave measurements for each
month. During succeeding years there were 38 000
to 50 000 shortwave measurements each month until
the last year included herein (1985), when there were
56 000 to 66000 usable measurements each month.
With 20 000 or more shortwave measurements in a
month, the sampling of the Earth was adequate to
produce good albedo maps.
Method of Analysis
Although the WFOV radiometers are opera-
tionally simple, the analysis of the data is somewhat
complex. The measured quantity is the shortwave
radiant flux which impinges on the radiometer. This
flux is an integral over the entire field of view of the
radiometer. (See fig. 1.) The problem of analysis of
WFOV measurements is thus to solve this integral
equation for the albedo field. The spatial resolution
which is retrievable from the WFOV data is quite
large. The technique for solution of the measure-
ment equation is treated by Smith and Rutan (1990)
and is based on Smith (1981). This section gives a




1 H fF R(OT, _T, O, d,) - OH, _)m(Os, ¢S, OH, OH) _ -_ OV
cos* _G(a)A(OT, OT) df_ (1)
where m is the measurement in W/m 2 at the sen-
sor. (A list of symbols appears after the references.)
The geometry of the measurement is shown in fig-
ure 2. The colatitude and longitude of the subsatel-
lite point are Os and • S. The colatitude and longi-
tude of the subsolar point are O H and OH, and the
solar irradiance at the Earth's position is H. The
mean value of H (i.e., the solar constant) is taken to
be 1368 W/m 2, and variation of H due to the eccen-
tricity of the Earth's orbit is taken into account. The
function cos* _ is defined by
=cos_ (0 °<_<90 ° )cos*_ 0 (_>90 )
The sensor directional response is G(a), where a is
nadir angle of the scene from the spacecraft location.
For the WFOV radiometer, which responds as a flat
plate, G(a) = cos a. The albedo A at a point at
the top of the atmosphere is a function of colatitude
O T and longitude 0 T of the Earth scene, and is
assumed to be constant with local time and solar
zenith angle. The top of the atmosphere is taken
to be at an altitude of 30 km. The bidirectional
reflection function R expresses the anisotropy of the
reflected radiation as a function of scene location
(eT and OT), viewing geometry (described by 0 and
¢ -- OH), and solar zenith angle (_).
The measurement equation (1) is an integral
equation which can be solved for the albedo in the
form
N
A(OT, OT) = _ exp(inCT)fn(OT) (2)
n_.-N
The fn(OT) terms are solutions of the discrete form
of equation (1), which is Fourier resolved in longitude
and expressed as
Bnfn = gn (3)
where the components of gn are values of an r/grid of
the complex Fourier transform gn(rl) in longitude of
the measurement map. Because the Bn matrices are
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singular, the fn terms are computed by the method of
singular value decomposition (e.g., Twomey, 1977),
whereby they are written as
M J
fn : _ )_n)(vTjgn)Unj "b _ O'njUnj
j=l j=M+I
where M is the number of resolvable terms and
J is the number of points in the O T grid. The
•_nj and Unj terms are singular values and singular
vectors of the Bn matrices, and as such are discrete
approximations to the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
of the measurement integral equation. The Vjn
terms comprise a set of vectors which is reciprocal
to the Ujn set. The anj values are the singular-
vector coefficients which are unobservable, that is,
not resolvable.
The anj values cannot be determined from the
solution of equation (3) for two reasons. First, terms
which include O'nj are those with high wave numbers;
this results in a limitation of resolution in the final
results. Second, there are unobservable parts of the
solution because of low solar illumination near the
terminator, which for Nimbus 7 is at high latitudes.
The method of singular value decomposition thus has
the advantage of defining which parts of the albedo
field can be determined from the measurements (the
first summation of equation (4)) and which parts
cannot be determined from the measurements, that
is, they are unobservable (the second summation of
equation (4)). For the present work, the unobserv-
able parts were computed from the compilation by
Ellis and Vonder Haar (1976).
Example Application
The major aspects of the albedo retrieval tech-
nique are demonstrated in this section for the month
of September. September provides a near-equinox
case, for which all points of the Earth are sunlit dur-
ing some days of the month. Thus, the domain of
the albedo solution is 90° N. to 90° S. (90 ° to -90 °)
for September. A solar declination of 2.9 ° was used
for September. Because the solar declination is small
and the spacecraft crosses the Equator near noon, the
illumination conditions are very nearly symmetric in
terms of the orbit angle r/from the Equator crossing.
The first step of the retrieval is to compute the
singular values "_nj and singular vectors Unj of the
measurement matrices Bn. Figure 3 shows that for
September the singular values Anj decrease expo-
nentially with increasing latitudinal wave number j.
This rapid decrease of/knj with j is of considerable
importance in equation (4). For large j, any error in
gn ismagnifiedbythelargevalueof AnJ,sothat ex-
ponentiallyincreasingerrorsdominatethehigh-order
terms.Thisproblemputsa practicalrestrictionon
thenumberof termsin thefirst summationof equa-
tion (4), therebylimiting the resolutionobtainable
fromtheWFOVmeasurements.
ThesingularvectorsUnj forma completesetfor
eachn, so that any albedo distribution can be ex-
pressed in terms of unj. Some singular vectors Unj
are shown in figures 4(a) to 4(d) for the zonal case
(n = 0). Because of the near symmetry of solar illu-
mination for this case, the odd singular vectors are
very nearly symmetric, and the even singular vec-
tors are very nearly skew symmetric. They vanish
at the poles for all but the highest order vectors.
The highest order singular vectors have zero or near-
zero eigenvalues, so that the terms which describe the
albedo at the poles cannot be retrieved from WFOV
data and are, therefore, included in the second sum-
mation of equation (4). Physically, the low solar illu-
mination over the small areas at the poles produces
only a negligible effect on WFOV measurements re-
gardless of albedo; thus, the measurements contain
very little information on albedo for the poles.
The shortwave WFOV measurement results are
now considered. The monthly mean map of short-
wave WFOV measurements is formed in terms of lon-
gitude of the subsatellite point and orbit angle r/with
a 5° by 5 ° resolution grid system. 1 Figure 5 shows
the shortwave WFOV measurement map for Septem-
ber 1981. The map is next decomposed into a Fourier
series for each r/grid value, the result being the set
of complex gn vectors. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show
the results for n = 0 to 5. For September, the g0(r/)
distribution is fairly symmetric, corresponding to the
nearly symmetric illumination for the Nimbus 7 orbit
and the somewhat symmetrical zonal distribution of
albedo with latitude.
The measurements appear in the albedo in the
terms vTjgn. Figure 7 shows the magnitudes of these
terms for n = 0 (zonal case) as a function of their or-
der j (i.e., the latitudinal wave number). This inner
product is the projection of gn onto Vnj as a basis
set. These terms form two sequences. One sequence
(the upper set of points) consists of odd-order terms,
which decrease exponentially with increasing order j.
The sequence decreases because the integration over
the field of view of incoming radiances by the WFOV
radiometer smooths out features of the albedo field.
1 The orbit angle is used rather than latitude of the subsatellite
point because for the fixed orbit inclination of 99 ° the latitude
is defined uniquely, but at high latitudes there may be measure-
ments for both ascending and descending parts of the orbit, so
that the latitude does not uniquely define the viewing conditions.
The other sequence (the lower set of points) consists
of even-order terms, which are much smaller than
those of the first sequence. The near symmetry of
the zonal average measurements causes the smallness
of the even-order terms.
The effect of the An1 multiplier is to undo the
smoothing effect of the WFOV measurement. The
terms An] (vTjgn) are the projections of the retrieved
albedo onto the Unj basis. Figure 8 shows the mag-
nitudes of these terms for n = 0 for September 1981
as a function of order j. As a consequence of the di-
vision by Anj, these terms do not show rapid conver-
gence. Smith and Rutan (1990) discuss the number
of terms which should be used in the first summation
in equation (4). The number of terms which is used
for each longitudinal wave number is listed in table I
for each month in this atlas.
Figure 9 shows the fO(eT) profile (i.e., the zonal
average albedo) as computed from the measure-
ments in the first summation for varying number of
terms M for September 1981. The retrieved albedo
converges except at high latitudes, where there is dif-
ficulty because of illumination and sizes of zones as
discussed earlier. These results are not acceptable at
the high latitudes, where the albedo is quite high
because of snow and ice cover and also increased
Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere at large so-
lar zenith angles. The high-latitude part of the so-
lution comes from the second summation, which is
computed from a priori data taken from Ellis and
Vonder Haar (1976). Figure 10 shows the latitudinal
profile of the contribution of the second summation
to albedo for varying M. The case M = 0 corre-
sponds to the a priori albedo profile. For increasing
M, terms are deleted from the second summation,
and the effect is to leave the unobservable albedo
distribution at high latitudes. The total estimate of
albedo uses both summations and is shown in fig-
ure 11 for M = 18. The a priori information is only
included in the zonal average term (n = 0).
If the albedo is the same as the a priori albedo for
the unobservable regions, then no error is incurred
by this procedure. The error is the deviation of
the albedo from the a priori albedo in these regions.
Nevertheless, the unobservable component provides
a useful measure of the potential for error.
The dependence of observability on latitudes is
summarized in figure 12, which shows a northern
winter case for the Nimbus 7 spacecraft. From 40° N.
to 70 ° S. (region IV) the albedo can be retrieved with
no significant contribution from the unobservable
part of the albedo distribution. In this region the
albedo is defined by the WFOV measurements. In
latitudes 67 ° N. to 50° N. (region II) and 80° S. to
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90° S. (regionVI) theWFOVmeasurementsprovide
verylittle information.In latitudes50° N. to 40° N-.
(regionIII) and70° S.to80° S.(regionV) theWFOV
measurementsprovidesignificantinformation,but




for latitudespolewardof 67° N. (regionI) because
thisregionis in darknessfor theexampleshown.
Theseboundariesare a function of the orbit
characteristicsof the spacecraft.In particular,the
boundariesof the observableregionsarea function
of the solardeclinationangleand,thus,of thetime
ofyear.Figure13showsthevariationof theobserv-
ableregionsduringthe year.The Nimbus7 hasan
unobservableregionwhich is approximately20° in
latitudein eachhemisphereplus a transitionregion
of approximately10° for mostof theyear.
Althoughthealbedois unobservablein the high










servabilitydoesnot createa problemfor large-scale
features.Small-scalefeaturescannotbe retrieved,
that is,theresolutionof theASRis limited.
Results
The method described in the previous sections has
been used to compute monthly mean maps of albedo
and ASR for November 1978 to October 1985 from
Nimbus 7 ERB WFOV shortwave measurements.
The zonal means of albedo are also listed for each
month in table II. The zonal means for each month
of the year have been averaged for the 7-year data
period to produce climatological zonal means for each
month. These are shown in figure 15. Likewise, the
zonal means of ASR are shown in figure 16.
The albedo maps show contours of albedo ex-
pressed in percent with intervals of 5 percent. Con-
tours of albedos less than 30 percent are shown as
dotted lines. The ASR maps show contours with in-
tervals of 25 W/m 2, with contours of 250 W/m 2 or
greater shown as dotted lines.
These geographical distributions of albedo and
ASR are presented as a resource for researchers in
studies of the radiation budget of the Earth. This
atlas of shortwave data complements the atlases of
4
outgoing longwave radiation based on Nimbus 6 and
7 WFOV measurements as analyzed by Bess and
Smith (1987a, 1987b).
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TableI. Numberof SingularVectorsUsedfor EachLongitudinalWaveNumber
Numberof singularvectorsfor wavenumberof--
















































30 16 10 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 28 26 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 30 26 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
26 16 12 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
38 30 16 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
28 26 18 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 30 26 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 24 10 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 22 14 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 18 16 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
38 24 22 12 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 30 16 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 20 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 26 20 10 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 30 26 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 28 24 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
38 30 22 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 28 28 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 24 22 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 22 16 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 28 20 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 22 20 8 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 24 22 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 28 18 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 20 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 28 20 8 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 24 12 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 22 8 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 18 12 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 30 28 8 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 22 20 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 28 24 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 22 20 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 30 26 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 24 22 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 24 18 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 18 12 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 26 22 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 12 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 22 20 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 28 16 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 24 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 26 18 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 20 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 22 20 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 26 12 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 18 8 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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Table I. Concluded
Number of singular vectors for wave number of--






































30 28 22 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 22 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 30 28 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 32 18 8 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 18 16 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 30 28 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 28 26 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 16 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 18 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 24 14 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 26 22 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 22 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 20 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 12 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 28 26 4 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 18 12 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 28 22 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 12 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
28 26 18 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 24 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 30 22 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 26 8 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 22 18 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 22 6 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 20 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 12 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 28 26 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 16 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 26 20 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
36 28 18 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
28 28 22 8 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 22 6 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 24 16 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 22 18 6 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
34 24 20 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
32 26 20 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
30 28 22 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
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Table II. Zonal Albedo Means for 1978 to 1985
(a) November 1978 to October 1979
Z,,4TJ'J'UD£ NOV DRC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY J'T]N JT]£ AUG SRP OCT
85-90 N .... .516 .642 .647 .627 .572 .573 .566 ....
80-85 N ................ .596 .837 .647 .618 .550 .577 .593 ....
75-30 N .686 .648 .661 .613 .520 .550 .61t .576
70-75 N .566 .626 .630 .606 .535 .442 .458 .663 .536
65-70 N .625 .... .531 .514 .597 .573 .503 .426 .364 .381 .451 .549
60-65 N .521 .537 .529 .519 .513 .495 .423 .369 .352 .371 .379 .524
55-60 N .487 .478 .525 .507 .453 .419 .363 .356 .357 .366 .378 .448
50-55 N .441 .574 .503 .478 .436 .378 .327 .337 .336 .330 .356 .374
45-50 N .394 .532 .453 .441 .403 .383 .313 .312 .312 .300 .296 .349
40-45 N .364 .388 .404 .399 .350 .337 .303 .289 .285 .272 .267 .335
35-40 N .347 .368 .370 .357 .320 .297 .282 .261 .255 .227 .253 .288
30-35 N .323 .342 .334 .322 .298 .268 .260 .237 .236 .207 .228 .240
25-30 N .279 .263 .288 .282 .261 .243 .244 .225 .227 .220 .222 .222
20-25 N .237 .246 .244 .229 .225 .208 .219 .214 .210 .214 .219 .207
15-20 N .221 .214 .212 .187 .189 .179 .193 .210 .216 .213 .204 .196
10-15 N .227 .212 .188 .179 .170 .183 .199 .23t .243 .236 .2t6 .217
5-10 N .233 .230 .188 .193 .194 .209 .224 .258 .248 .234 .229 .236
0-5 N .231 .214 .207 .206 .216 .222 .225 .245 .229 .210 .212 .223
0-5 S .221 .246 .217 .217 .213 .210 .202 .207 .204 .202 .201 .205
5-10 S .214 .231 .218 .222 .210 .t93 .192 .191 .190 .t92 .199 .199
10-15 S .210 .208 .221 .208 .199 .185 .194 .188 .196 .179 .193 .192
15-20 S .207 .205 .217 .191 .t95 .187 .196 .193 .202 .192 .202 .195
20-25 S .204 .192J .204 .198 .206 .204 .212 .215 .205 .212 .210 .209
25-30 S .202 .218 .196 .218 .2t0: .231 .244 .242 .239 .220 .218 .219
30-36 S .218 .231 .201 .222 .231 .258 .273 .266 .278 .284 .250 I .239
35-40 S .257 .232 .226 .233 .273 .282 .301 .298 .291 .311 .277; .274
40-45 3 .30t .282 .272 .289 .300 .310 .341 .350! .322 .311 .299 .302
45-50 S .334 .313 .317 .353 .343 .352 .390 .418 .407 .330 .347 .329
50-55 S .371 .370 .351 .372 .401 .406 .438 .485 .497 .426 .386 .374
55-80 S .424 .372 .384 .372 .414 .458 .488 .524i .532 .534 .425 .440
80-85 S .502 .445 .428 .424 .440 .499 .545 .523 .517 .568 .536 .530
65-70 S .815 .561 .512 .549 .576 .536 .598 .... .501 .542 .679 .641
70-75 S .743 .860 .64t .683 .734 .573 .506 .739 .781
75-80 S .812 .740 .737 .743 .771 .605 .705 .757
80-85 S .769 .677 .721 .712 .715 .... .652 .730
86-90 S .640 .599 .628 .647 .661 .633 .690
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Table II. Continued
(b) November 1979 to October 1980
Z_T.I']'U DE NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR AP.R MAY Zf1N 37JL AUG SEP OCT




































.807 .645 .648 .628 .572 .620 .567 ....
.596 .650 .660 .620 .586 .588 .570 .580
.578 .834 .823 .609 .520 .448 .451 .549 .548
.626 .... .588 .527 .608 .561 .513 .410 .875 .344 .481 .570
.538i .580 .538 .528i .514 .482 .430 .859 .858 .354 .898 .548
.523 .480 .528 .499 .453 .408 .875 .844 .851 .876 .852 .460
.490 .547 .505 .450 .448 .366 .845 .847 .843 .842 .349 .369
.433; .505 .456 .410 .419 .345 .830 .388 .323 .806 .885 .340
.367 .367 .405 .888 .867 .821 .318 .296 .278 .288 .282 .835
.322 .856 .869 .858 .385 .294 .283 .254 .244 .241 .237 .298
.297 .339 .386 .318 .308 .270 .250 .235 .287 .228i .237 .248
.270 .273 .289 .274 .261 .244 .228 .219 .228 .238 .238 .239
.237 .254 .233 .233 .220 .209 .208 .212 .215 .215 .210 .226
.215 .205 .195 .191 .188 .181 .190 .218 .223 .203 .212 .204
.220 .199 .181 .189 .172 .178 .198 .229 .286 .235 .285 .222
.231 .224 .186 .182 .193 .203 .228 .248 .248 .288 .2241 .240
.230 .202 ! .202 .208 .215 .223 .229 .239 .235 .214 .197 .216
.214 .282 .220 .214 .213 _ .212 .208 .204 .197 .209 .197 .198
.204 .225 .231 .221 .209 .189 .185 .192 .184 .198 .194 .201
.201 .209 .225 .217 .198 .186 .187 .198; .199 .181 .178 .193
.200 .215 .208 .201 .191 .t95 .191 .188 .195 .198 .191 .188
.202 .202 .192 .193 .199 .202 .203 .204 .198 .215 .219 .206
.212 .206 .189 .198 .204 .216 .233 .250 .250 .208 .214 .216
.227 .212 .202! .213 .222 .252 .269 .279 .288 .248 .228 .228
.248 .224 .232 .242 .263 .292 .802 .295 .292 .304 .283 .282
.277 .279 .277 .285 .299 .323 .838 .358 .387 .307 .328 .289
.811 .805 .321 .827 .342 .854 .878 .458 .448 .837 .828 .817
•345 .362 .357 .365 .889 .398 .422 .583 .540 .465 .359 .877
• 891 .387 .884 .897 .400 .451 .478 .554 .557 .597 .479 .449
• 478 .438 .422 .481 .429 .499 .544 .527 .524 .624 .631 .527
.595 .545 .505 .509 .555 .542i .805 .... .499 .570 .715 .638
•e85 .640 .831 .848 .700 .582! .510 .708 .753
•709 .780 .721 .753 .745 .616 .685 .808
.668 .678 .707 .748 .710 .840 .765
.610 .598 .629 .689 .873 .................... .634 .700
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Table II. Continued
(c) November 1980 to October 1981
I,JTITUDR NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JT,]N JTJL AUG 8EP OCT
85-90 N .521 .661 .655 .618 .581 .584 .585 ....
80-85 N .600 .700 .679 .599 .583 .616 .585 ....
75-80 N .590 .717 .681 .594 .842 .584 .609 .578
?0-?5 N .575 .644 .648 .590 .508 .440 .451 .597 .542
65-70 N .625 .... .533 .580 .644 .544 .482 .397 .365! .347 .511 .560
60-65 N .542 .543 .537 .541 .560 .478 .413 .348 .356 .349 .404 .538
55-60 N .538 .498 .541 .524 .451 .433 .360 .347 .344i .381 .360 .455
50-55 N .508 .603 .523 .474 .400 .377 .334 .335 .326 .322 .3B1 .365
45-50 N .446 .546 .464: .411 .396 .335 .335 .317 .314 .292 .382 .330
40-45 N .367 .365 .3931 .362 .363 .324 .317 .304 .281 .277 .274 .323
35-40 N .308 .333 .343 .336 .311 .303 .284 .280 .248 .241 .251 .289
30-85 N .286 .333 .321 .315 .290 .269 .259 .245 .232 .224 .249 .249
25-80 N .268 .287 .299 .277 .268 .247 .235 .222 .227 .238 .226 .240
20-25 N .232 .264 .250 .229 .217 .220 .206 .210 .226 .227 .211 .228
15-20 N .205 .212 .203 .196 .183 .183 .191 .208 .232 .227 .217 .204
10-15 N .210 .210 .189 .182 .178 .134 .199 .228 .235 .251 .218 .215
5-10 N .224 .227 .199 .184 .182 .213 .224 .242 .238 .236 .227 .231
0-5 N .214 .199 .207 .202 .205 .219 .235 .218 .228 .198 .232 .212
0-5 S .207 .230 .213 .222 .221 .211 .203 .1901 .201 .189 .205 .195
5-10 S .216 .220 .228 .222 .206 .200 .173 .190 .192 .181 .193 .201
10-15 S .214 .207 .230 .212 .196 .182 .183 .1851 .203 .171 .206 .196
15-20 S .200 .222 .217 .209 .200 .187 .194 .183 .192 .192 .194 .196
20-25 S .199 .204 .204 .197 .191 .210 .199 .215 .192 .210 .190 .216
25-30 S .205 .205 .198 .190 .199 .212 .234 .253 .240 .208 .226 .221
30-35 8 .215 .219 .205 .217 .236 .231 .280 .274 .276 .260 .242 .225
35-40 S .245 .234i .233 .248 .257 .292 .301 .306 .284 .319 .249 .261
40-45 S .286 .289 .274 .270 .288 .337 .327 .375 .333 .313 .306 .294
45-50 S .312 .311 .311 .316 .360 .348 .394 .457 ! .443 .332 .3BO .321
50-56 S .340 .353 .342 .373 .395 .389 .478 .513 .536 .459 .3641 .377
55-60 S .402 .346 .374 .399 .383 .483 .538 .542! .554 .595 .420 .452
i
60-85 S .490 .423 .410 .421 .445 .568 .575 .524 .523 .827 .584 .531
65-70 S .533 .533 .487 .515 .604 .604 .802 .... .498 .573 .737 .841
70-?5 S .670 .631 .822 .673i .734 .608 .513 .764 .765
75-80 S .717 .735 .732 .777 .748 .613 .705 .819
80-85 8 .689 .693 .724 .755 .701 .... .650 .778
85-90 S .616 .606 .632 .666 .666 .633 .703
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Table II. Continued






































JAN FEB MAR APR MAY J-GN J7]L AUG SEP OCT
.519 .653 .668 .622 .5761 .585 .561 ....
.589 .667 .686 .622 .577 .621 .568 ....
.656 .684 .693! .628 .552 .K94 .583 .571
.574 .591 .646 .808: .537 .454 .480 .677 .525
.635 .... .535 .530 .604 .562 .508 .412 .347 .351 .521 .543
.568 .543 .541 .541 .586 .480 .443 .357 .330 .357 .427 .544
.572 .502 .553 .525 .482 .422 .384 .357 .357 .37Fl .355 .499
.532 .603 .545 .476 .404 .383 .343 .342 .344 .339 .338 .415
.438 .539 .493 .416 .378 .341 .331 .318 .308 .300 .337 .343
.348 .364 .416 .374 .370 .308 .309 .303 .284 .281 .300 .314
.318 .342 .351 .357 .337 .300 .280 .278 .262 .240 .249 .307
.314 .334 .318 .338 .294 .292 .263 .249 .233 .217 .238 .280
.276 .269 .295 .294 .271 .259 .243 .240 .227 .235 .247 .238
.225 .252 .251 .237 .241 .223 .216 .229 .223 .224 .227 .217
.215 .224 .207 .198 .191 .195 .204 .211 .216 .217 .216 .215
.226 .220 .191 .182 .172 .178J .210 .226 .242 .247 .238 .209
.225 .228 .201 .182 .198 .193 .227 .251 .281 .249 .240 .218
.219 .207 .212 .199 .215 .221 .237 .230 .228 .2181 .210 .233
.211 .233 .216 .220 .213 .213 .207 .199 .191 .208 .199 .218
.198 .220 .223 .221 .214 .186 .178 .203 .193 .198 .205 .192
.199 .213 .221 .213 .199 .189 .188 .203 .196 .188 .188 .191
.202 .218 .210 .212 .181 .204 .200 .195 .192 .210 .183 .195
.202 .197 .202 .197 .203 .202 .200 .222 .218 .225 .210 .190
.218 .216 .198 .188 .235 .214 .226 .259 .252 .209 .219 .204
.239 .226 .205 .214 ! .235 .255 .267 .277 .261 .244 .223 .237
.252 .231 .234 .246 .248 .291 .290 .307 .281 .305 .270J .263
.279 .287 .283 .271 .315 .305 .323 .381 .352 .304 .324 .289
.318 .309 .323 .317 .368 .341 .398 .470 .446 .323 .332 .339
.345 .359 .350 .372 .360 .420 .487 .531 .508 .449 .349 .388
.392 .362 .377 .393 .375 .505 .646 .548 ! .523 .591 .450 .429
.485 .422 .417 .411 .487 .557 .581 .524 .507 .628 .601 .513
.590 .533 .502 .509 .634 .579 .606 .... .497 .578 .698 .654
.675 .651 .635 .677 .713: .594 .513 .700 .775
.717 .741 .737 .789 .709 .613 .881 .805
.688 .673 .723 .766 .677 .634 .755
.818 .593 .831 .867 .863 ......... 828 .892
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Table II. Continued
(e) November 1982 to October 1983
I.ATITUDR NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR 4PR MAY J'UN Jill AUG S£P OCT
85-90 N .519 .6E5 .647 .626 .576 .579 .563 ....
80-85 N .... .598 .6?9 .664 .630 .576 .609 .562 ....
75-80 N .586 .690 .679 .625 .547 .578 .564 .581
70-75 N .5?9 .639 .8321 .602 .51F .454 .455 .549 .558
I
65-70 N .625 .... .537 .539 .642 .539 .502 .395 .361 .356 .498 .613
60-65 N .541 .544 .555 .558 .586 .476 .433 .349 .348 .35? .424 .853
55-60 N .534 .495 .576 .547 .463 .4331 .392 .346 .354 .362; .369 .613
50-55 N .509 .596 .560 .495 .409 .379 .354 .342 .333 .318 .350 .488
45-50 N .454 .541 .479 .423 .305 .333 .326 .335 .809_ .28? .338 .345
40-45 N .381 .369 .388 .370 .362 .321 .308 .313 .288 .272 .296 .283
35-40 N .324 .342 .340 .349 .323 .314 .285 .277 .257 .232 .245 .303
30-35 N ,299 ,338 ,330 ,332 ,310 .286 ,256 ,255 .227 .214 .235 ,301
25-30 N .280 .283 .298 .290 .282 .254 .236 .244 .221 .232 .238 .239
20-25 N .246 .257 .246 .233 .224 .218 .212 .216 .212 .220 .211 .206
15-20 N .212 .209 .216 .103 .184 .172 .181 .193 .206 .215 .197 .245
10-15 N .208 .210 .191 .172 .165 .155 .176 .205 .235 .244 .229 .265
5-10 N .221 .232 .180 .188 .159 .180 .204 .230 .252 .242 .245 .235
0-5 N .220 .215 .210 .194 .193 .205 .225 .231 .229 .213 .216 .220
0-5 S .211 .249 .248 .235 .235 ,223 .218 .215 .209 .203 .197 .225
5-10 $ .209 .227 .238 .238 .233 .225 .201 .198 .204 .190 .197 .201
10-15 S .202 .197 .215 .210 .215 .199 .188 .178 .190 .172 .181 .173
t5-20 R .194 .205 .206 .200 .206 .188 .183 .184 .188 .187 .175 .181
20-25 $ .205 .192 .195 .200 .195 ,209 .203 .220 .226 .205 .203 .202
25-30 3 .220 .200 .195 .t96 .204 .221 .238 .250 .256 .205 .214 .205
30-35 S .224 .216 .208 .216 .235 .237 .259 .267 .263 .252 .218 .216
35-40 S ,240 .225 .224 .246 .255 ,291 .280 .300 .290 .310 .269 .250
40-45 R .280 .275 .283 .274 .291 .335 .327 .359 .363 .306 .332 .270
45-50 S .317 .305 .313 .315i .359 .344 .389 .429 .446 .325 .344 .282
50-55 S .346 .360 .337 .361 .387 .377 .445 .489 .498 .441 .356 .329
55-60 S .397 .358 .361 .384 _ .3?8 .465 .495 .522 .511 .571 .454 .413
60-65 S .485 .432 .415 .410 .445 .554 .545 .516 .500 .605 .609 .484
65-70 3 .589 .545 .501 .508 .605 ,596 .593 .... .494 .560 .710 .513
?0-?5 S .679 .637 .618 .666 .731 .607 .507 .712 .526
?5-80 S .720 .728 .717 .770 .743 .613 .670 .562
80-85 R .885 .682 .7t61 .750 .69? .639 .6t8
85-90 S .615 .604 .632 .685 .664 .632 .666
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Table II. Continued
(f) November 1983 to October 1984
I_TiTUDI NOV DEC JAN PRB MAR APR MAY JUN 37JL AUC SEP OCT
85-90 N .521 .656 .662 .635 .583 .564 .564 ....
80-85 N .593 .653 .681 .632 .579 .532 .563 ....
75-80 N .565 .664 .692 .619 .546 .502 .565 .574

































.634 .... .540 .565 .622 .576 .485 .392 .358 .350 .499 .522
.557 .539 .544 .588 .578 .483 .405 .361 .352 .311 .425 .512
.555 .481 .551 .555 .486 .395 .370 .367 .369 .310 .368 .467
.525 .577 .533 .472 .407 .353 .3481 .352 .346 .301 .346 .398
.452 .528 .470 .406 .387 .346 .327 .330 .312 .265 .332 .340
.368 .367 .392 .3891 .381 .334 .311 .305 .281 .232 .288 .308
.318 .345 .337 .361 .336 .307 .288 .270 .249 .211 .236 .290
.302 .337 .316 .303 .282 .283 .256 .247 .229 .193 .230 .261
.272 .280 .299 .263 .258 .255 .235 .241 .237 .194 .246 .227
.226 .256 .252 .242 .231 .215 .215 .230 .234 .208 .227 .218
.206 .207 .211 .206 .181 .181 .189 .220 .218 .212 .205 .226
.222 .210 .202 .178 .159 .175 .187 .232 .228 .207 .217 .228
.230 .233 .209 .193 .180 .192 .213 .240 .237 .203 .225 .229
.213 .198 .205 .208 .199 .210 .223 .219 .219 .191 .204 .219
.203 .219 .198 .206 .210 .216 .205 .194 .203 .171 .194 .196
.204 .214! .209 .213 .224 .214 .192 .188 .202 .161 .197 .184
.203 .204 .214 .212 .213 .202 .191 .183 .195 .164 .181 .198
.202 .212 .202 .195 .186 .190 .190 .189 .199 .171 .175 .204
.208 .198 .191 .199 .193 .197 .210 .217 .234 .179 .201 .198
.217 .212 .195 .207 .221 .225 .247 .247 .263 .202 .219 .209
.234 .224 .207 .214 .231 .255 .272 .271 .272 .238 .234 .237
.255 .226 .229 .246 .253 .281 .291 .305 .302 .258 .284 .260
.277 .274 .271 .288 .314 .315 .336 .359 .372 .268 .331 .287
.310 .303 .320 .320 .362 .370 .398 .423 .451 .309 .333 .337
.351 .356 .358 .362 .362 .436 .458 .486 .501 .392 .348 .387
.398 .354 .383 .407 .383 .491 .508 .525 .515 .468 .451 .435
.475 .431 .420 .437 .481 .526 .560 .523 .507 .504 .605 .525
.592 .547 .507 .503 .606 .556 .607 .... .502 .508 .704 .662
.694 .643 .636 .649 .678 .587 .503 .707 .774
.725 .731 .725 .772 .685 .618 .667 .798
.682 .679 .710 .767 .668 ............ .639 .753
.616 .601 .632 .674 .664 ............ .633 .697
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Table II. Concluded
(g) November 1984 to October 1985
I,_TITUDE NOV DEC JAN FRB MAR APR MAY JLrN J[rL AUG SEP OCT
85-90 N ........ ,522 .855 .882 .628 .577 .588 .564 ....
80-85 N .601 .651 .680 .610 .561 .612 .565 ....
75-80 N ......... 591 .682 .894 .596 .529 .583 .569 .575
?0-75 N .... .579 .644 .642 .821 .497 .446 .486 .654 .522
65-70 N .630 .... .540 .533 .642 .584 .511 .384 .384 .371 .498 .532
60-65 N .542 .539 .543 .545 .559 .504 .435 .350 .349 .366 .417 .528
55-60 N .529 .484 .549 .532 .458 .426 .388 .365 .357 .369 .357 .483
50-55 N .498 .583 .535 .492! .418 .382 .348 .355 .342 .333 .340 .407
i
45-50 N .442 .537 .484 .438 .416 .357 .318 .325 .318 .304 .334 .339
40-45 N .374 .379 .418 .391 .376 .324 .307 .299 .287 .279 .298 .307
36-40 N .319 .35? .365 .356 .319 .291 .286 .274 .247 .230 .250 .298
30-35 N .288 .344 .331 .325 .297 .278 .25? .250 .222 .212 .238 .277
25-30 N .262 .282 .301 .282 .2?5 .259 .233 .235 .230 .232 .238 .238
20-25 N .230 .260 .255 .2351 .227 .225 .209 .221 .225 .224 .212 .215
15-20 N .211 .215 .211 .202 .198 .195 .192 .214 .210 .219 .202 .217
10-15 N .219 .215 .191 .187 .188 .189 .203 .231 .228 .242 .231 .219
5-10 N .230 .231 .198 .186 .182 .199 .226 .245 .241 .239 .241 .221
0-5 N .217 .203 .209 .199 .19? .203 .222 .220 .215 .214 .214 .218
0-5 S .199 .232 .212 .216 .215 .202 .200 .187 .193 .208 .197 .203
5-10 S .200 .223 .218 .220 .207 .205 .195 .185 .195 .197 .199 .192
10-15 S .204 .206 .220 .214 .199 .201 .197 .191 .192 .184 .185 .200
15-20 $ .199 .218 .207 .208 .200 .191 .192 .198 .194 .201 .186 .208
20-25 S .208 .206 .190 .193 .192 .198 .207 .224 .223 .217 .215 .210
25-30 S .217 .211 .188 .t93 .205 .225 .242 .25t .251 .215 .227 .221
30-35 S .223 .222 .205 .224 .239 .253 .271 .270 .26F .259 .231 .245
35-40 _ .241 .235 .238: .254 .258 .275 .297 .303 .299 .310 .275 .264
40-45 S .280 .289 .279 .278 .291 .304 .347 .366 .369 .303 .323 .284
45-50 $ .316 .312 .323 .322 .358 .358 .408 .443 .446 .327 .332 .322
50-55 S .347 .358 .356 .375 .388 .424 .462: .507 .496 .454 .357 .371
55-60 S .402 .355 .379 .398 .380 .482 .509 .538 .512 .590 .467 .434
60-65 $ .492 .434 .413 .422 .443 .522 .559 .528 .506 .623 .621 .540
65-70 S .597 .549 .497 .518 .598 .554 .607 .... .502 .574 .715 .875
?0-75 S .687 .640 .629 .869 .718 .587 .518 .712 .775
?5-80 S .727 .727 .726 .789 .F34 .618 .669 .792
80-85 S .692 .877 .714 .750 .895 .639 .748






Figure 1. Wide-field-of-view coverage geometry.
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Figure 10. Latitudinal profile of unobservable part of zonal average albedo profile fO(OT) (second summatio:
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Figure 11. Total estimate of zonal albedo profile formed from 18 terms. Also shown are observable part and
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